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-Examinations Commence 
Monday, January 20 
Good Luck! 
New Semester Opens 
Monday, January 27 
Whew What A Relief 
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Clarence P. Chase 
Made "Associate" 
Of Kappa Gamma Psi 
Bombers Split Two On Road Trip; 
Whip Albany SS-34, Lose To Siena 
McCauley Named 
! Physician For 
Ithaca College 
-..~ On Sunday evening, January 12, 
Iota Chapter, Kappa Gamma Psi, -.J Sykela H'tts Hoop For 18 I 
welcomed to its brotherhood Mr. ( ff If W M k "B M " A d O h 
Clarence w. Chase of Binghamton. ayugan a • ay ar . . I By Bob Bradley . rave en n I I er 
JI.fr. Chase WI as_ made ~n :"-~s?ci:ite Reached In Sales Campaign, I The Blue and Gold cagers were I Popular Books In Library,· 
member at t 1e 1mpress1ve m1t1at1on 
ceremonies. Lisi Those Paid In full g0 :m~se, ~~~:ingia~~ewf~~! lr":m ~~ I Also New Browsing Corner 
Following the formal initiation a I 
banquet was held at the Victoria Have you bought your 1947 Cay- bany st~t! and dr~pping the sec- The library _staff recently an-
Inn. Here Mr. Chase became better ugan? Well you had better make it ond decision . to Siena. The boys nounced the arnval of some of the 
acquainted with his new brothers, snappy for the demand is rapidly ~ere hot against A!bany and ~ad newest books on the marke_t of de-
and his new brothers got to know decreasing the supply, economic- h_ttle trouble subduing th~ capital partmel"!ral and_ general mt_eres~. 
]\fr. Chase. aHy speaking. Incidentally there city. team, but Saturday night was He~d111g the hst of non-fict10n 1s 
Mr. Chase is a graduate of the will be a limited number of Cay- a different story and found the Ith- E r n 1 e Pyles' memorable book, 
Ernest Williams School of Music ugans sold this year. The half way acans on the short end of a 40-34 "Brave Men." Another interesting 
and holds a Master's Degree from mark has already been reached, so st0re. item to 1:1ake its appearance is the_ 
Ohio State. He also did some gradu- if you want to purchase a year book Over at Albany the Ithaca team , story beh111d _the cameras-the story 
ate work here at Ithaca College see any Cayugan salesman and he ~ot away to an early lead and held i of _tl~e techmques employed by the 
and at that time he became familiar will be glad to accommodate you. it throughout. the g_ame. At the I British . film m_agnate, J. Arthur 
with the surroundings at the school. Who are the salesmen? Just ask end of the first period they had Rank, 111 filmmg the spectacle, 
After teaching _ in high schools any one wearing a little white rib- a 16-5 advantage and at halftime "Caesar and Cleopatra." The book, 
for seven years, Mr. Chase became ban, the sales campaign insignia. were still ten points to the good. By written by the writer and producer 
probation officer for Broome Coun-
1 
Don't worry about the full down the end of the third quarter the -Gabriel Pascal and George Ber-
ty, a position he still holds. But payment. Although the price has lead was stretched to 18 points narc! Shaw, is titled "Meeting at the 
music still remains an avocation, gone up this year, you may pur- and the game ended with the Ith- Sphinx." 
and in pursuit of the muse he con- chase a Cayugan by making a two acans on the long end of a 55 to Radio has quite a few on the 
ducts the Salvation Army Band and dollar deposit and paying the two 34 score. Two freshmen led the agenda-from the practical such as 
the Masonic Shrine Band in Bing- dollar balance upon receipt of the scoring for the Blue and Gold with "How to Audition for Radio," to 
hamton. A trumpeter of no mean book. For those who bought the Rudy Sykela hitting the nets for 18 selections of some of the top com-
proportions, Mr. Chase also makes previous year the balance of a do!- counters and Alf Lombardo coming edy by the authors. Gaver and Stan-
loca:·, appearances with that instru- lar seventy-five is still maintained through with 10. Vosbrink, the ley have mad "Laughter in the 
ment. as standard for your payment in ithaca center had 6 points and kept Air" more than just a collection of 
Kappa Gamma Psi is proud to full. his teapi out in front with his play top scripts; it is a witty summary of 
welcome Mr. Chase into the ranks So the next time you sec the on the backboards. Fersh the Al- the comedy situation in radio. 
of brotherhood. white ribbon, be sure ·to buv vour bany center was high for the home There are some excellent sources 
Cayugan. It is a book that wiil al- team with 15. . for research in the above categories, 
Dr. George H. McCauley, Ithaca 
College's new school physician will 
be at the IC infirmary every week-
day from 11 a.m. until around 12: 30 
to consult with anv of the students 
in need of medicil attention. Dr. 
McCauley's office is at 418 N. Tioga 
Street, but he requests that the stu-
dents do not go there except in case 
of emergency or by private appoint-
ment, as he feels the students should 
take advantage of the new infirmary 
as much as possible. 
The infirmary is open from 10 
a.m. to 8 p.m. There are no visit-
ing hours as visitors are not al-
lowed. 
Dr. McCaulev and his wife came 
to Ithaca in September. Originally 
from Corning, N. Y., Dr. McCauley 
took his pre-med at Cornell, then 
attended the Northwestern Medical 
School in Chicago, and served his 
internship at Evanston, Illinois. He 
then became the Liason Officer be-
tween the U. S. public health ser-
vice in the New England area. A 
year before the war, he was trans-
ferred to the U. S. Coast Guard 
Radio Training Station on Gallups 
Island, off Boston Harbor where he 
served as chief medical officer. Dur-
ing the war he was transferred to 
New York Citv and made the medi-
cal executive o'fficer of the war ship-
ping administration under the Mer-
chant Marine program. 
wavs be cherished bv its owner. You On Saturday night the lthacans and also in the Physical Education, 
Ave Dr f's (onsl·11u1·1on wili be proud of the new 1947 issue.! ran up against a tough Si~na five Music, and ~thcr depart~e~J books. On Television Field Trip a Most of those graduated last June i th~t wa~ a pre-gam? favor~te by 4, ~n eamplc !S Rathbone s. S,orrec-, , 
11 Ch ordered and paid in full for their, points. Siena led until the middle of nve Physical Education or I Students In Schenectady 
Th~ Ithaca Co ege apter, Cayugans and thev will receive' the second quarter when Jim Her- "Changing Forms in Modern Mu-
Amencan Veterans Committee them by ~ail as soon as they are I cJnger dropped in ~ne. from the sic" by Eschman. ! Today . i~ Schene~tad)'.", half of 
( A_.Y.C.) met Wednesday, January published this Spring. 
1
, field and followed 1t with a free The staff, under Mrs. Osborne, the Telev1s1on Class 1s bemg shown 
8, m the Lecture Room ~t the Au- In addition, the -following stu- throw to put the v!sitors ahead.: has also made p_lans to ~ave some t~r.ough th~ General Electric T~le-
rora 9ym. _It was the t_h1rd r?ulhr dents now on the campus have paid, The l_ead was short hved however, II l~ather couches 111. a sectlof! _of the, y1s1on Station. The group, cons1st-
meetmg smce format10n o t e I in full: Helen Andrews, Virginia as Siena forged ahead 19-16 as. library as a "browsmg" part1t1on for J mg of some twenty students, left 
Chapt~r. G . d . _, Arnold, Harry Bach, Margaret Beh- t~e half end~d. In the second ha!f, those students who might like to: Ithaca yesterday and will return to-
Chairmai: Tom m as appomt ringer, Ruth Brooks, J. Clayton Siena had things ~retty much their! glance at or _rea_d some o~ the m?re I morrm:v afternoo!l. . 
ed a _col'1:1mttee to draft _a chapter Bub Lillian Chiat John Consi-, own way outscoring the lthacans · popular penod1cals. This read111g Dunng the tnp they will see in 
c~mst1tut1on. Thh cGmldbttee cond dine' Helen Cornell' Dolores Dan-116 to 7 in the third period, which nook will be sure to add many a, rehearsal and production television 
s1sted. of !3asc , 0 erg, ~n I ields' Grace Dearst;ne, James De-I incidentally was the deciding one, pleasant and informative moment j shows originating at WRGB, which 
Manm_ng, withT
1
1\fr;?rldb~llgbactmg Rosi~ George Elia·s Charles Fal-l and then fighting off a last minute during some of those leisure mo- is the Schenectady station. \VRGB 
as chairman. us ra t ~1 e p~e- conio,' Virginia Franke, Arnold Ga- rally to take the nod 40-34. !he ments. F~r the girls, there are the is one of the nine stations in the 
sent~d at the nixt 1:1eetmg for dis-, hriel Edward Hacker Paul Had- I Blue and Gold cagers had 11 points latest copies of "Vogue" and "Mad- country that actually have tele-
cuss10n and rat1 cat~on. Icy, 'Shirley Homan, john Hotch- in t~e last quarter t? 5 for Siena. ~moisell_c." These wi}l range tC? the vision sc~~dules. _At present they 
Amorg the _other 1tems(\a)ken up kiss Marv Keeler L. Vincent Hercmger was the big gun for .,he Athletic Journal,"' Broadcastmg," are unaffiliated With any network, 
1s :egu 't busm_ess wered d , regu- Ko~henderfer Myle; Lawlor. Arn- Ithaca five playing a full forty and Fortune." and as far as is known this prac-
~i?t \ mee~llgb ah Id· a(Zs) on old Levy, Raymond Lieber, George minutes and dropping in six. field ----- tice will continue in operation. The 
cl" IC .t ey :r e d , (3') a Matlock John Murray Sidnev No- goals and three fouls for fifteen LIBRARY group may, however, see some re-
\SCUSS~on of ues proce ure; ~ vak, John Parkinson, jeane Reese, points: Bennison was next "':'ith Improving Instruction-Briggs. lay pr_ograms_ fro~ New York. 
discussi?n of the latest dev~lop Harry Renn Edward Risley, Made- two field and one foul for five. Health and Physical Education 111 Besides witnessing these shows 
,~n~s m the local anld nabtl10nal leine Robbi~s, Jeanne Rockefeller, To~ncello and _Longe had nine i Small School-Broady-French. and pe:haps ,yorking on them, t_he 
rnusmg and rent contra pro e':15• . Daniel Rubinate. Clyde Rugur, apiece for the victors. 1 Application of Measurement to class will be given the first hand m-
l A iopulah P,~F of ~~ch hr:nhet_mg I Mary Sampson, Herman Saunders, Last night the college five met I Health & Physical Education- formati~n and experience ~hrough a 
,asd. eer t e orhm b "'. IC :if;!- Richard Shaw, Stanlcv Sherwood, Sampson college here and next Clarke. full day S work at the station. They 
me !ate yQfollo~s t e A.Svc? Ii: Tudith Siegel, Joy Spra-guc, William Thursday and Frida_y they ~ill take Ph:vsical Education for Elementary may go, as did the last g;roup in 
~u~sions. uestions <;>n · · · po Tennien, George Toenes, Lawr~nce to ~he road again running up Schools-]. Curtiss November, to the transi:n1tt_er on 




d, ~.Valdman John Ward Shirley against St. Bonaventure and Alfred Adventure in Radio-Cuthbert. top of one of the mounta111s m the 
answere an 1scusse genera y. . ' n:T If ' d Ch · th t d ]\If I A · Pl Th" d I- h All ' d Wickens Bevcrlv o er an ar- m a or er. 10c ern mencan ayS-Cerf. area. 1s cpenc s on t e trans-
th0se present, members an lotte Yeidc. If anvone ,;hose name Dribblings Road \\Te Are Traveling-Chase. portation difficulties. Last week the 
non-mem~e~s,. veterans, or non- is listed thinks he has not paid in Dick Bennison is back in the Fifteen Greek Plavs-Cooper. roads were under heavy scige of 
veterans, Jom m. . full he should come to the back lineup with a splint on his broken How to Audition for Radio--Cott. ice. 
Thd ~nal nCh ~f the mGe~dg was offi~e of the main Administ-ration finger and had eight points for Invasion from l\fars-Cantril. The trip was originally scheduled 
Joun e by airma1: bl as, as building on Monday or Wednesday the two games. Changing Forms in Modern 1'v1usic for 7,'ue_sd_ay, ~ut. due to "unavoid-
be requested m_or.e action Y mem- mornings when there will be a Sykela and Lombardo, both Al- -Esch man. able . d1ff1culnes 1t had to be post-
ef,\-Joward g11mm_g n,<;h me!1Jb~,f
5
• representative of the Cavugan to bany area boys, had a field day in There's Laughter in the 1\ir-Ga- poncd. Mr. Grolier, of the Radio 
. e must a strive, e sat , to prove that the amount has been their home territory scoring eigh- ver-Stanlcy. Department, _accompanied the 
~a;c ;very student at Ithaca Col; receive~! Any other~ may check teen and ten points respectively. Our_ Am<;rican Music-How~rd. g;oup, and wh1_Ic in Schenectady, 
g, hethef tey be veteran1. 0 on their payments either Monday Jahelka and Myles have moved Ros1cruc1an Cosmo-Conception - l\lr. Paul 1\lmucy, J.C. graduate no~ awa:e. o t e programs, po icy, morning, or Wednesday morning, up to the varsity squad since the Heindel. and head of Am_e~ican ?roadcasting 
an act_1v1ty of A.V.C. Personal for final payments now will simplify Springfield game. Green Mansions-Hudson. Company Tclev1s10n. will personally 
contact is the keynote. their receiving the ye a r _b O O k Howie Forbes and Bob Dayton People in Quanderies-J ohnson. supervise and aid them in the in-
"Our meeting time and place promptly on date of publication. are this years student managers Off Mike-Lawrence. struc~ion .. 
n:iust continue to be well adver- ==============~ and Howie has been doing a nice Meeting at the Sphinx-P:iscal- This will prob~bly conclude the 
t1sed. The meetings are open to all, job on that new scorebook. Shaw. semester's work m the Tdevision 
~ve;1 the townspeople of Ithaca are SHREW CAST POSTED In the Individual scoring for the Brave Men-Pyle. class_, and whether or not it will be 
1~v1ted. We are still in the forma- six games so far, Sykela leads 1\ Corrective Physical Education- contmue_d next semester is still 
t1ve stage and we must evoke a I LOOK FOR PYGMALION I with 52, Hercinger has 46, Lom- Rathbone. speculat10n. Mr. Mowrey. was, nev-
~enuine interest in order to estab- bardo 31, Vosbrink 30 and Ben-! Listening to Music Creatively- ertheless, confident and wholeheadt-
hsh and carry out an intelligent IN THE NEAR FUTURE? nison 26. I Stingham. edly satisfied with the course and 
and active program." ==============- (Continued 011 page 3) (Continued 011 pagr 3) I rhe efforts. 
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wqe 1Jtqaran ! A CLEAN STEP REVERSED FRATERNITIES 
Founded January 8, 1931 
Member Associated Collegiate Press 
Vacation over, IC is back in full swing. Examinations just around 
the corner, the student body hovers over the good old text book. Last 
i Monday the back lobby was a buzz with the chatter of returning stu-
---- I dents. Did any one take a glance at the surrounding atmosphere? Know-
. (!0 -Editors-in-Chief , ing the folks at Ithaca College more than likely they didn't. If you 
Dave M1stovsky 48 Mary Sampson 47 were one of those who did it looked mighty fresh and clean· Just in 
Assistant Editor. ........................................... _ ................................... Bctty Anne Lauterbach case you arc a person who didn't notice· the back lobby has a ~ew coat 
News Edit?r ................................................................................................................... Larry Gold~rg of paint, likewise the entrance of the administration building. 
The newly organized Physiother-
apy fraternity would like to con-
gratulate their two newly-married 
members-\Vanda Mason, who is· 
now Mrs. Allan Anderson, and 
Clyde North. 
Sports Ednor ........................................................................................................... : ............ Bob Erard? · You know some people of Ithaca College take too much for granted. 
Staff Photographer_.:····_ .. ::·:··:::·=···:·:::· .. ·:·::::·:·:::_--···· ...... ::::::::::.::·::·.::::::::·.:_: .. :· ........ Don Jo n You expect your school to represent the standards of a clean and 
NEWS STAFF well kept institution. Is this concern foremost in your mind? Sometimes 








\Valt Loomer ten o'clock Monday morning the back lobby looked as if it hadn't been 
Berna Merkley cleaned in a week. The freshly painted walls were covered with foot-
R. W. Scott marks. Can you tell me why anyone prefers to stand with his feet on 
Marilyn Williams the wall? ... Mighty uncomfortable I should think. 
Dick Woods Don't take this editorial as a reprimand. It isn't. But let it be a 
Sylvia Arnoff reminder that this is your school and you want to be proud of it. The 
Corinne Marino 
Ruby Weinstein next time you feel like relaxing sit down, or if you see papers lying 




Harry Robertson _____________ R. W. Scott 
BUSINESS STAFF 
Circulation· Manager ········-···· .. ·······················-··-········· .. ····················.] eanne Rockefeller 
Typing Circwation 
Isla Conway Pat Catone 
Gladys Darby Martha Cvejn 
Bea Kandel .. - Delores Daniels 
Arleen Mann Marguerite Espada 
Claire Davidson Marietta Codwell 




Printed by Norton Printing Co. 
THE NEW BABY 
The year is 1947. It is, like all of its ancestors, placed in the very 
unfortunate position of having to take a poke on its chin by all the 
Nostradumeses, who hope to do a bit of speculation on what's in store. 
Although in this position, I think little 1947 as the years before, will 
really get a big kick out o.f this and still conti~ue 01; its me~ry way:-
not giving a hoot or hollermg. It probably won t sacnfice an 10ta of its 
original intention to please and displease, to scoff and to make cry all 
of those humans who hope for more than is possible-or more than 
they haven't tried to ~et. . . . . . 
But just to keep m step with all of the trad1t1onal well w1shmg-
and the speculation, it might not be too bad to take some guesses and 
offer reasons for changes for the better. 
RUSSIA AND THE U. S. 
Lots of miscalculations were made by the trouble-seekers and the 
pessimists in regard to war with Russia. Thank God for the common 
sense and appreciation of "enough done" which offset any such radical 
plans for war as hoped by the reactionaries and •the red-baiters. You 
can provoke an argument under the excuse of being a "Non-Communist," 
when in reality the plotters are radical "anti-communists who are as 
bold in their methods as any communist in a bid for world revolution. 
It's absolutely vital that we get along with Russia and use "Spheres 
of Cooperation" as it is for Russia to get along with us. The two 
ideologies, Democracy and Communism, are as apart as the sun and 
the moon, but the sun and the moon still get along under the celestial 
sky! Russia has been surprisingly cooperative in the past six months. 
They have given in at the United Nations meeting on concessions 
which seemed almost impossible to settle amicably. \Ve have been 
stubborn-and Russia has been stubborn-yet much has been accomp-
lished to build for the road of peace. 
THE CHINA STORY 
In China, our mission has been pretty unsuccessful. General Mar-
shall, our new Secretary of State, spent many months attempting to help 
settle the civil conflicts in China. He returned stating that only a liberal 
element under the Nationalist group could pave the way for China 
to succeed as a nation. There is, however, a reactionary element in the 
National or Koumintang government which is especially dangerous and 
fascistic. And in the Communist group there is a section of that Liberal 
group who do not _follow the complete ~heoretic:i, disci1;>line of th~ Co1;1-
munists and, who, 1f brought together with the Liberals m the Nationalist 
group, could help solve the problem in that country. 
The United States can not hope to have this succeed until we get 
rid of our militaristic policy in that nation. We have improved, to some 
extent our procedure with the Chinese problem, but we still need a 
more definite and cooperative attitude with both factions to win that 
battle toward a peaceful Far East. 
AND THE REST OF THE STORY . 
concerns the attitude of the new Congress. Unheedful legislation 
against lab?r-unmindft,!1 of. the st~p afforded 56 millions of ~mericans 
in progressive labor leg1slat10n-w11l trample to death the nghts that 
have been fought so hard to obtain. This Congress must be rational 
and revengeful. The die-hards who will attempt to curb the material 
gains of the Roosevelt Administration will be unbuckling some ex-
cellent progressive legislation. The task of the Republicans is to now 
attempt to profit from mistakes of the Democrats and improve on or 
try to do as well as some of the good legislation. Blunder in an emotional 
party line will not help the cause of a new Congress; it will make the 
people fearful of changes again. In Congress, the story must be "Progress 
and Cooperation." 
The chances for the year look good. 1947 can be a dangerous year, 
but I' mcertain it can mark a note of triumph if the people and the 
ambitious suitors will look ahead and not bounce the New Year Baby 
too hard. 
-D.M. 
Professor: "Why don't you an-
swer me?" 
Student: "I did, professor, I 
shook my head." 
Professor: "Well, you didn't ex-
pect me to hear it rattle way up 
here, did you?" 
_eeiteM, to. tire c~ II A History Lesson 
There is a bad dream in the long, 
To the Editor: long night: 
I would like to take this oppor- The child stirs, mutters to himself, 
tunity to put before the students of And falls back into fitful sleep. 
Ithaca College the following prob- Has he looked into the future? 
!em, as I feel that it is of uppermost Can he read the message of the 
importance to all. past? 
This problem concerns the clean-
liness and upkeep of the buildings 
of our plant. I have had innumer-
able complaints from students and 
faculty alike, but although all fin-
e;ers point to the maintenance staff 
I feel that I should enlighten you 
otherwise. To bring out two or three 
shining examples, I ask your further 
indulgence. 
Once upon a time a generation 
grew, 
And prospered, and made much of 
the land: 
The Land of the Free. 
And horror descended upon the 
earth: 
A reign of terror, of steel, 
Of flames tearing the soul from the 
body; 
In its wake the promise of a better 
world 
With understanding of fellow men. 
One morning within the last week 
:i fine upstanding appearing young 
lady, very neatly and nattily 
dressed sat in the Green Room 
smoking, upon finishing the cigar-
ette she very dramatically dropped 
and stepped on the cigarette al- Then, time brought uneasy clouds: 
though an ash tray was within two I Black with grey flashes, with words 
or three feet of her elbow. In less and deeds. 
than a half hour this same person- Words like Mukden and Addis 
able voung LADY was in mv office Ababa and Madrid; 
to pe.rsonally complain to me about And, "Peace in our time," with 
the disreputable appearance of said Deeds, like the singing of madmen 
Green Room. I remained a gentle- in the beer halls, 
man but "OH BROTHER" did it And hornets buzzing over peaceful 
hurt'. isles 
There was a very nice party in And the crushing of free spirtis. 
one of the rooms of the building, so 
ir seems, because even though the Until, the downtrodden, rising like 
room had been thoroughly swept hurricanes 
and dusted at six p.m., at eight a.m. From their tropical nests, blew to 
the next morning there was ONE to the four corners, 
FULL TRASH CAN· OF EMPTY I And, with more words of complex 
COFFEE CONTAINERS, SAND-! meanings: . 
\VJCH WRAPPERS, EMPTY\ Rocket and Uuamrm and fissure, 
MILK BOTTLES and ORANGE Pushed the clouds into infinity. 
SKINS. Still people have nerve 
enough to come to my office and 
complain. Just what would your 
answer be to such complaints? 
There are ash trays and waste 
baskets provided. Would it be ask-
ing too much to ask you people to 
use these? 
All that the men and I ask is a 
little cooperation from you and we 
will more than do our part in keep-
ing our school clean and neat. 
Thank you in advance for your co-
operation. 
Douglas M. McIntyre 
Supt. of Buildings. 
To the Editor: 
\Vhat's come over some of the 
students at Ithaca College? Are we 
Now, men speak again of fraternity, 
of democracy, 
But a child whimpers in the night. 
Has he looked into the future? 
-Stan Levenson 
cidents like this to have some gos-
sip to spread. · 
Not only are some of the Fresh-
men guilty of these unwarranted 
displays, but many of our upper-
classmen are in the same category. 
We are all guilty occasionally, and 
I certainly believe it would be bet-
ter if we would watch ourselves a 
bit more carefully in the future. 
Sincerely yours, 
Lucille Mechanic 
students, or are we Bohemian ar-
tists who show our professions in BUZZIN AROUND 
decidedly asinine manners? I'm re-
ferring to some of the Freshman By Glimpse 
Drama students who made spec- Comes that time of year when 
tacles of themselves the other day everyone is full of kindness. ambi-
at the Home Dairy. tion and good intentions for the 
About half a dozen GIRLS were coming twelve months. Disregard-
decked in make up which consisted ing those who woke up in the late 
of painted mustaches, and actual afternoon of January 1st and mut-
beards! Quite a few townsfolk were tered over a bromo, ''never again," 
giggling at the spectacle and it not we tried to find out what Ithaca 
only embarrassed some of the other College students are planning in 
students, but many of the towns- the way of self-improvement by 
people who respect the college. asking, "What New Year's rPsolu-
I'm not a prude, but this display tions have vou made for 1947?" 
of exhibitionism is entirely too much Gladys Barnes came up with our 
to take as the normal course of favorite: "To sound 'A' better way 
collegiate routine. Those people for Miss Barnett and Mr. Grolier; 
who are waiting to make an excuse to look 'A' better way for Mr. Wood 
to criticize the college wait for in-and Miss Joy .•• but they'll prob~ 
Our fratrcnity picture was taken 
for the Cayugan; those who would 
like to purchase this group photo, 
may do so by seeing Sidney Ber-
man, publicity director. 
Pi Theta Phi has just adopted its 
Constitution, and its members arc 
now discussing their choices for a 
fraternity emblem. 
Sigma Alpha loto 
The Sigma girls wish to thank the 
students in the college for their fine 
cooperation with our "midnight 
snack" project. \Ve have nearly 
reached the goal which we set for 
ourselves. The money is going to be 
used for articles necessary to im-
prove our chapter. 
Last year's pledges were elated on 
Monday when they received their 
fraternity pins for which they had 
been so anxiously awaiting. 
Have you noticed the SAI T 
shirts that the Sigma girls have 
been sporting? 
The sisters of the fraternity wish 
to extend their deepest sympathy 
to sister Gloria Alexander in her 
bereavement at the sudden loss of 
her father. 
Delta Phi Zeta 
Another new year and Delta Phi 
has begun making plans for coming 
social events. These will include teas 
and bridge parties for the girls of 
IC. 
Since last year's Scampers Dance 
proved so popular, another is be-
ing planned to carry through the 
theme of this year's Scampers. 
Committees from Delta Phi and 
Kappa Gamma will announce the 
date in the near future. 
March is not too far off. That 
means the traditional Mad Hatters 
Ball should be scheduled on your 
social calendar. 
Delta Phi closed 1946 with a 
Christmas Dance at the Delta Phi 
Zeta house. Members of Kappa 
Gamma and Delta Phi and their 
guests said farewell to the year at 
Ithaca on the evening of Dec. 19. 
Delta Phi Zeta extends a cordial 
welcome to all girls. 
The official staff of the 1946-47 
Cayugan includes: 
Editor-in-Chief, Jenny Lou Mie-
ras; assistant editor, Dewey Rie-
mersma; business manager, Ralph 
Roudi; ass't. bus. mgr., Myron 
Yavits; advertising mgr., Judy 
Thompson; sales manager, Mary 
Sampson. Also: 
Photography editor, Jeanne 
Rockefeller; ass't. photo. ed., Mar-
tha Cvejn; their aides, Marguerite 
Espada and Betty Ann Lauter-
bach. Also: 
Art editors, Jerome Allen and 
Daniel Rubinate; literary editor, 
Arthur Goodrich; phy. ed. editors, 
Joy Racina and George Khoury: 
music editors, Margaret Parks and 
Malcolm Lewis; drama editor, Dan-
iel Bonacci; business editor, Ever-
ett Knobloch; physiotherapy ed., 
James F ormichella and Sidney Ber-
man; secretary to management, 
Lucy Makris; and ass't. sec. to 
mgt., Nele Lape. 
------
ably 'C' me in the same old way!" 
Erma Schiele, who, as a nurse, 
has certainly been making a prac-
tical application all along of her 
1947 resolution, says, 
• • • 
Many a woman thinks she bought 
a gown for a ridiculous price when 
in reality she bought it for an ab-
surd figure. 
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College Cagers Take Sampson 
70-S9; Hercinger Scores 21 
Sports Roundup 




Paced by Captain Jim Hercinger 
who dropped in nine from the field 
and three from the foul line, the 
Blue and Gold cagers beat a good 
Sampson five. The lthacans got off 
to an early lead and then staved 
off a late Sampson rally to gain 
the nod. 
Mr. Hatch and Mr. Sockie repre- As reticent as she is versatile, 
sented Ithaca College at the Annual\ Mi~s Angel~ McDermott, charming 
National Coaches Athletic Associa- assistant, with Mary Campfield, to 
TP tion meeting in New York City our capable librarian, Mrs. Osborne, 
21 January 5, 6, 7. presides over s~acks of_ ~ooks and 
11 Rules changes, espec_ially about r~ference materials, ,~,a1tmg, some-
ITHACA FD FL 
Hercinger, f 9 3 
Sykela, f 5 1 
Vosbrink, c 3 1 
Bennison, g 1 2 
Lombardo, g 0 0 
Redmond, g 1 1 
Ferguson, g 2 0 
Stanford, f 3 0 
Watkins, f 1 0 
Sampson, g 2 0 
Slesinski, c 2 0 
Lupton, f 0 0 
Jastrab, c 0 0 
Gray, f 0 0 
Smith, c 0 0 
Myles, g 1 0 
.... Totals 30 10 
SAMPSON FD FL 
Mahan, f 4 2 
Coates, f 3 2 
Savage, c 7 2 
Klein, g 3 3 
Fredrico, g 0 0 
Ricker, g 0 1 
Bywater, f 3 0 
Koehler, f 0 0 
Edwards, c 4 1 
Kaplan, f 0 0 
.Totals 24 11 
(Continued from page 1) 
ITHACA FD FL 
Hercinger, f 2 0 
Sykela, f 6 6 
Vosbrink, c 2 2 
Sampson, g 1 0 
Lombardo, g 5 0 
Bennison, g 1 1 
Redmond, f 2 1 
Slesinski, f 1 0 
Lupton, f 0 0 
Jastrab, c 0 0 
Risley, g 0 1 
McCarthy, c 0 0 
Jahelka, f 2 0 
Myles, g 0 0 
22 11 
ALBANY STATE FD FL 
George, f 2 2 
O'Brien, f 1 0 
Fersh, c 5 5 
Evans, g 1 1 
Marsland, g 0 0 
Karpiak, g 1 1 
Schick, g 0 0 
Kirby, f 0 0 
Marzello, g 2 1 
12 10 
ITHACA FD FL 
Hercinger, f 6 3 
Jahelka, f 1 0 
Sykela, f 1 2 
Risley, g 0 0 
Vosbrink, c 2 0 
Slesinski, f 0 0 
McCarthy, c 0 0 
Sampson, g 0 0 
Bennison, g 2 1 
Lombardo, g 1 1 
Redmond, f 0 1 
Jastrab, c 0 0 
Lupton, f 0 0 
Myles, g 0 0 
13 8 
SIENA FD FL 
Connelly, f 0 0 
Fabozzi, f 0 0 
Luciano, f 0 0 
Torncello, g 3 3 
Northrup, c 1 0 
Weber, g 3 1 
Russ, g 3 2 
Gallagher, g 0 0 
Longe, f 4 1 
Jacob, f 0 0 
Karter, c 0 0 
Bruda, g 1 1 
O'Brien, f 1 0 
Benetti, f 0 0 
16 8 
7 i the employment of various guards! times alone, for the seekers after 
4 [ now used, were discussed and al truth." 
o · committee was chosen to draw up "It gets lonesome up here," she 
3 · conclusions of this meeting. Movies says. "We've done everything we 
4 i of the various bowl games were can to let everyone know that the 
6 I shown and the playing merits de-! library is operating and that we are 
2 1 bated. ; here to help them, but evidently the 41 The main discussi~ns ,yere ~bout . m~s_s~ge is ~low in get~i~g a:ound." 
4 the a1vent of gamblmg mto mter- i I his busmess of wa1tmg 1s a re-
0 collegiate f<;>ot?all _and what to do cent experience, for, after some time 
o about abohshmg 1t. Several were spent in the library a few years 
o ~greed that. one way to c}ean up. the J ago, Miss McDermott left for the 
o mter-colleg1ate gambling nngs wars and served with a communica-
2 would be to eliminate all bowl I tions section of the WAVES. Her 
70 games. Army_ and Notre Dame have work must have been interesting for 
cancelled their ft~ture games because she speaks nostalgically of the two 
TP \ too much. gamblmg occurred at the years of service in New York City 
1 O I last meetI!1!1;· and. almost longingly of the year 
8 Col._ W1ll1~m Crouper, V.M).'s in San Francisco. After attaining 
16 executive officer, proposed bamsh-. the rank of lieutenant senior grade, 
9 ment of all bowl games. The sugges- 1 she was discharged about a vear 
0 tion was tabled, but. a committee I ago. · ! was set up to exammc the bowl Much has been said about the 
0
. proble!TI and report to the 1948 1 problems of "readjustment" faced 
I 
gathermg: I by the returning veteran, and our 
9 Karl Lie?, Iowa U., ":'as el~cted I assistant_ l\brarian also ha~ a per-
0 i NC_AA pres1dent1 succcedmg Wilbur; sonal opimon or two. It isn't too 
59 \ Smith of Wyommg U. : serious, she thinks, but adjustment 
i Running Wild . _ i to civilia_n routine is difficult a_fter 
TP I The \Vrestlers are gett111g a taste the_ excitement . and _uncertamty 
4 \ of the promised road work and seem which each day m serv1~e brought. 
18 1 to be ~hr\ving o_n it: At least the For that reason, she behe:'CS those 
6 squad 1s incrcasmg mstead of de- ':ho c!10se to further t~cir educa-2 t creasing. The latest arrival is a t10ns mstead of returnmg to for-
l O: local boy by the name of Jordan m~.r pursuits, are much ha~pier now. 
3 1 who is in the 135 lb. bracket. There With some scattered_ credits on her 
51 
is still a need for more li"'htweights record, therefore, Miss McDermott 
2 on the squad. 
0 
hopes to _continue her studies _so 
0 Stiff practice, to get rid of that that the pieces may be gathered m-
o: holiday bulge, is being held daily to a master's degree. 
1 and new holds are being learned. Originally a native of Lockport. 
0 ;The team is looking forward to some N. Y., she felt the pace of a small 
4 ; stiff competition with the complete town, and spent her later days in 
0 ; schedule to be announced soon. Buffalo which became her home. 
55 · JV Basketball Schedule However, graduation from Ith-
TP i Tan. 16-CCBI-7:15 p.m. aca College was mentioned, so a hit 
6 · Tan. 29-CCBI of research uncovered some in-
2. Feb. I-Cortland JV teresting facts. The scheduled 
15: Feb. 5-Hartwick TV-7: 15 courses in the Drama Dept. seem 
3 · · p.m. to have been rounded out with 
Feb. IS-RBI-3:30 p.m. much extra-curricular act1v1tv. 
O, Feb. 26-Elmira College-S: IS p.m. There were memberships in Adelphi, 
3 [' Feb. 28-Cascadilla Prep-7:15 o Oracle, Newman Club and Delta 
O Mar :·~Elmira College Phi Zeta. She also earned member-
s ship in Theta Alpha Pi by partici-341 Frosh Basketball ~che~ule pa ting in maior productions, in-
Herc's the remamder of the sche- eluding "Red Harvest," "The Im-
TP · rlule for this year. The Home games portance of Being Earnest," and 
15 · have the time of the game after "He \Vho Gets Slapped." 
2 ! them, and are to be played at the A back issue of the "Cayugan" 
4 i Seneca Street Gym. :-ilso discloses A. 1'11cDcrmott's sig-
0' Let's have a good turn out for nature on an excellent sketch of the 
4 ·he next home game which is with Ad Building. To further demon-
0, i\Ianlius, tomorrow afternoon, 3 strate versatility, the same name is 
o: p.m. at the Seneca Street Gym. signed to "All's Fair," a one act 
ol·Jan. IS-Elmira Vets School play published in an anthology of 
5 Tan. 18-Manlius-3 p.m. outstanding college originals. 
3 ! Feb. 7-Triple Cities College- Following graduation, Miss l\fc-
1 : 7: 15 p.m. Dermott taught for a year, studied 
o \ Feb. 12-Cortland for her library certificate at Albany 
o I Feb. IS-Elmira Vets School.- and at the University of Buffalo, 01 ?:IS p.m. did publicity for cancer control and 
Feb. 21-Cornell-7:15 p.m. rhe Girl Scouts and finally returned 34 Feb. 26-Manlius to IC as assistant librarian, the posi-
TP I Mar. 4-Cortland-7: l5 p.m. tion she relinquished to enter service 
0 Girls Bowling Team Rates in 1942. 
0 I Third Place in ANTBT So, if an assignment should take 
0, In the Seventh Annual National us to Miss McDermott after a ref-9: Telegraphic Bowling Tournament, ercnce book and she seems to have 
2 '\ Ithaca College Girls Bowling Team a far away look, it isn't necessarily 
7 are holding down third place in the lack of sleep that does it. She may 
8 \ "High Ten Five Man Two-Game" be thinking of Ithaca in the pre-war 
0 classification with 1489 points and days, or she may be remembering 
9 arc fifth in "Score by Points.'' San Francisco on V-J Day, or, like 
0 Mary Diana is holding down Tennyson in "Locksley Hall," she 
0 fourth place in "High Ten Individ- may have: " ... dipt into the fu-31 ual Two Game" series with a score ture, far as human eye could see, 
2 of 337 and ninth place in "High Ten Saw the Vision of the world and 
0: Individual Single Game" series with all the wonder that would be." 
40a 179. -S. L. 
TAPE and LINIMENT 
By Harry Robertson 
The U. S. Military Academy at West Point has, for the past year, 
crammed its nose into the sportslight with a variety of astonishing 
features. First of all, DeWitt Coulter, all-Amercan tackle of the '45 
group, got his papers for low marks-and we don't mean his graduation 
papers and commission. 
Now there have been other colleges we fear, who have retained 
a grid attraction despite low scholastic grades. By this deduction, \Vest 
Point is on top of the collegiate world for unhesitatingly ejecting a· fine 
foobtall star, and maintaining that their stars must be more than grid 
greats to attend their school ... a noble and admirable act. 
Then comes the fracas over "Shorty" McWilliams, which ended, 
after receiving wide publicity, tinged with scandal, in McWilliams' de-
parture and road trip to points south, namely Mississippi, where he 
came from in the first place. 
West Point wriggled out of that one and went on to dizzying 
heights of football acclaim starring probably one of the all-time great 
combos in Davis and Blanchard. Probably the pinnacle of the season's 
excitement came with the zero-all deadlock with Notre Dame. 
Next on the schedule is the invite West Point received from the 
West Coast to play in the Rose Bowl. Before the Point officials had 
time to salute and say thank you, California, et al, wired a fast 5-year 
pact with the big Nine. Now, as it hasn't been that conference's policy 
in the past to accept Rose Bowl bids, it is interesting to note that they 
lost little time in signing this pact which calls for a Big Nine participant 
for the next 5 years. 
With the possible exception of a few teams like the Minnesota 
victory skein a few years ago, and the Iowa squad featuring Nile Kin-
nick in '39, there have been few mid-Western teams rating a Bowl bid, 
and conversely, many m.ore qualified teams in other sections, namely 
Alabama, Duke, Tennessee, etc. 
Of course, the holacaust th_y, UCLA ran into this year was a 
standout game from many side~ncluding the Californians! That is 
was an upset, is hardly worth noting, inasmuch as the Bruins were 
but slight favorites; but the score is indicative of the strength of the 
Illini team. 
But, suppose, in the next year or two the Big Nine doesn't come 
up with an outstanding team and say, Alabama, or for that matter, 
Centralia Polytechnic Institute comes up with a powerhouse? What 
happens? Big Nine moves to California for the holidays, and the power-
house is dipped into the Sugar-or Orange-or Oil Bowl-maybe they'll 
be left on the siding; they'll have company, anyway-remember West 
Point? That's where they went, you know, after their rude encounter 
with the \Vestern Conference. 
And now that it's all over, there is still one more fact to munch on. 
The cancellation of the Armv-Notre Dame classic becomes effective 
after this years' game at South Bend. One columnist, insiduously hint-
ing that the Army, since it will operate sans the services of either 
Blanchard or Davis ( among others), fears defeat, especially from the 
hands of the "Irish" of Indiana. He went further to claim the Point was 
regarded as an institution for producing stalwart military men, schooled 
both in defeat and victory. This is obviously ridiculous, for where is the 
comparison between a grid defeat or one where a loss means your life? 
Don't even breath the suggestion that it is the psychological factor in-
volved, and the essential spirit is the same-I won't hear of it. It 
seems perfectly legitimate for the Army to call off its schedule with 
Notre Dame ( even at that, it is only a temporary scheme). In recent 
years, that game has become increasingly difficult to handle and has 
produced a nationwide wave of gambling in which millions of dollars 
are wagered on the outcome. Anyway, why should Army fear Notre 
Dame? Throughout the entire series, West Point has won but seven 
times-they've tasted enough defeat there, why is this year so all-fired 
different? 
This Collegiate World 
Syrarnsc, N. Y.-( ACP)-"Po- answer of "yes" or "no", with rea-
l ice to Leave Game Early for Safe- sons for the answer. The girl stud-
ty." This was a headline in the icd the question, then wrote on her 
Syracuse Daily Orange _just before, paper doubtfully: "I'm not real 
the Colgate tussle of 1937. It seems sure whether it's yes or no, but .. .'' 
that valiant officers of the law, if j She continued, listing negative 
they hoped to escape from the great; reasons as well as affirmatiYe ones. 
ennt with life and limb intact, had I By the time she had reached the 
to be withdrawn a few n:inutes be-, bottom of the page, she wrote: "Af-
forc the last whistle. This was the ter writing all this I've decided the 
University's insurance against pos- answer is 'yes,' be~ause .. .'' 
sible injuries in after-game brawls. \Vhen her paper was returned 
Spectator-police clashes reached the grader had noted on the an~ 
their climax in 1934 when three swer: "O. K., so you're right. But 
ROTC guards landed in the hospi- you didn't have to suffer so.'' 
tal. The unfortunate heroes had • • • 
each been awarded a concussion for While listening to the symphony 
nierely attempting to prevent jubil- the other evening, Herb Blatz of 
ant Colgate rooters from tearing Northwestern was disgusted with 
down the goal posts. the static caused by a razor next 
Rioting that year, described as door. \Vhen a hut-mate asked which 
"the worst in the colorful historv selection was p I av i n g, Blatz 
of Colgate-Syracuse relations" wa·s s n a p p c d, "Razor· Concerto by 
even kept from Chancellor Charles Schick." 
V•l. Flint, who was ill, for fear that 
the news might further endanger his 
condition. Thev still take their foot-
ball seriously ~ut Syracuse way, but 
nowdays its the players who sustain 
the injuries, not the police. 
• • • 
Heredity is something every man 
believes in until his children begin 
to act like fools. 
• • • 
The Daily Texan tells of a quiz 
in which a question asked for aJl 
LIBRARY 
( Continurd from pagr 1) 
How You Can Write Plavs-Swan. 
Dynamics of Human Adjustmcnt-
Symonds. 
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TIME OUT FUTURAMA 
By Danie Bonacci 
I :,-. • 
"The only thing to do in this town is to go to the movies." That's 
what everyone says when Saturday nite rolls ar~)Und. If such is the 
case, then it may be reasoned that some of the kids here are remotely 
interested in some side-lights on the film industry. 
Recently someone asked the rather innocently stated question as 
to why four of Hollywood's top films were all released within the same 
month. \Vell there is an answer which comes from the lips of the 
Hollywood Press Club; to wit, the producers insisted on the late re-
lease so that their offerings would be easily remembered come Oscar 
time. Pictures like Tlie Yearling, It's a Wonderful Life; Duel in the 
Sun, The Razor's Edge, The Best Years of Our Lives, and the ]ols011, 
Story were all relea~cd within No_vember and . Decei:n~er, w~ich cer-
tainly proves the point. Each stud10 has proclaimed It s particular of-
fering to be "The picture of the year;" but that's something you'll have 
to decide for yourself. 
Of the aforementioned lot, the only one we've seen is the Frank 
Capra-Jimmy Stewart extravaganza, It's a Wonderful Life, and it Howard Johnson 
truly is a wonde_rful motion pi~ture, to quote ~he p~ess not1c~s. After Howard Johnson was born in the 
laughing and crying through this two-hour offenng, 1t s not entire!Y: out middle of a silent movie being 
of line in saying that both Capra and Stewart have been s?rely m1s~ed shown at the Pocahontas Theatre. 
during the war years. As a team they have turned out a picture which This theatre was situated in Brae-
is as close to perfect as Hollywood can ever get. You can't. afford to holm, W. Va., which is a suburb of 
miss it when it reaches this city. Welch, which is a suburb of some-
The Yearling, on the other hand, goes the way. of all fyi.G.M. thing only slightly larger. Accord-
superstructurcs, in that it repory:cdly fall~ ?h01:t of bemg _cons1st_ently ing to Johnson's mother, who was 
pleasing. Gregory Peck, who receives top b1llmg m the film, 1s classically there at the time, the picture was a 
outdone by Jane \Vyman, and newcomer Claude Jarman, who was teary vehicle starring Nita Naldi 
picked from a Tennessee school-room to play the role of Jody Baxter. and Lewis Stone and made a great 
fuss about some stolen emeralds Another Peck vehicle, Duel in the Sun, has caused Jane Russell, the and the key to somebody's bou-
siren of Tlze Outlaw to question the showing of the former film. She doir. All this, Johnson states, has 
can't understand how Duel was possibly passed by the censors, when it nothing at all to do with his love 
has more passionate love scenes per minute than she participated in for the the.atre, and to this day he 
the entire run of her provocative film. Jennifer Jones, who plays a half- hates Judge Hardy. 
breed, not unlike the one Russell portrayed, is said to cause fires where- Howard's earliest ambition was 
ever the film is exhibited. Her scenes with Peck and Joseph Cotten are to play end man in a minstrel 
ones that make churches frown, and spinsters envious. show. Indeed, he organized a min-
Before March rolls around, and the Awards are presented, there strel show in his back yard, ( what 
will be much wailing, and tearing of nails. Right now, it's anybody's Drama student has not organized 
guess on who will walk off with the prizes .. It would be nice, of course, some sort of extrav~ganza in ~is 
if Capra and Stewart won awards, after bemg away from the mdustry back yard?), and enlisted the will-
for such a long time, but then, we're just being prejudiced. ing if somewhat inexperienced aid 
If you're a bobby-soxer, you won't want to miss Till the Clouds of all the ~hild~en of th': neighbor-
Roll By, which was mentioned in an ~arlier <:olumn. It feature~ _both 
I 
hood. Cl?smg _mght, ( wh1c~ was :i-i-
Frankie and Van, who come through m admirable style, surpnsmgly' so o_penmg night), left ~Im with 
enough. Sinatra sings a lusty baritone in the Old Man River finale, and bno1hm\ ht twh dbzen pmsk a1(a Johnson does a cute song and dance specialty with shapely Lucille a ras rhom t e.fl urt chr · h is 
Bremer. w~s 
1
enou_g_ to hst1 e_ hurther t head-
. . . . . . . . tnca am1t10ns e m1g t ave a 
Bout time we qmt fiddlm' round with this J1mm1e Fidler stuff, until he was in high school where 
and leave the !Jollywood scene u~til a l~t;r date. Un~il then, th; State he played Don Alhambra Del Bol-
and ?trand. will . be at your s_erv1ce wa1tin_g to proVIde, you wit~ the ero, ( the Grand Inquisitor) in an 
best m mot1on-p1cture entertamment, and 1f that doesn t sound hke a extrordinary rendition of The Gon,-
commercial, we don't know what does. doliers. Of this epic, Johnson re-
DRAMA REVIEWS MUSIC 
members only that he wore an apri-
cot colored costume with a lot of 
tarnished gold metal cloth around 
the neck which scratched consider-
ably. Also he played the lead in a 
By Stan Levenson 
During intermission at the con-
cert given by Reginald Stewart and 
the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra 
in Bailey Hall, an acquaintance in 
the Music Department expressed 
surprise that a Drama student 
should be interested enough in Mu-
sic to purchase a season ticket for 
the Concert Series. Perhaps she was 
facetious, but that attitude does 
seem more prevalent at Ithaca Col-
lege than it should be. 
Acting is a great emotional out-
let for those interested in it;· but 
that does not preclude an apprecia-
tion of the allied arts. Tastes arc 
many and varied. There may be 
leanings toward compositions in the 
classical vein ,vhilc there is still an 
appreciation of a Glenn· Miller ar-
rangement, a Stan Kenton swing 
tune or the harmony of the "Sons 
of the Pioneers." · 
In addition to several student re-
citals, we have thus far this season 
been privileged to attend the Mar-
ian Anderson and Sylvia Marlowe 
concerts. Miss Anderson has been 
mentioned before. We found Miss 
Marlowe a virtuoso of the harpsi-
chord, that keyboard instrument 
which has so often been confused 
with the piano. Technically, the 
concert was fine but the instrument 
leaves us cold. 
All this by way of introduction 
to a layman's impressions of Mr. 
Stewart and the Baltimore Sym-
phony. The most striking thing 
about the concert was Reginald 
Stewart himself. An Englishman by 
birth, he has conducted in this 
country for years. He is a flamboy-
ant figure and a consummate show-
non-royalty three-acter called, 
man, capitalizing on his extreme Amusing Mimi. No one had heard 
height and long fingers extending of Mimi before that and no one has 
like ten batons from his hands. heard of her since. Between dramas, 
He uses no baton but conducts with he was a member of the swimming 
sweeping movements, at once eye- -team. One afternoon, when the 
catching and effective. His program team was streaking out of the show-
for the most part was familiar and ers into the pool room, where a 
he used a score only with the Hinde- large crowd was gathered to watch 
rnith "Symphony in E Flat." their high school play some other 
This was at once the best and high school, Howie tripped over a 
foot bath. As a result he went 
most controversial selection of the around for the next three weeks 
evening. The work of the modern- with his head swathed in bandages 
ists interests us and that, plus a h · h 
likin.g for the "blood and thunder" and t en qmt t e team. 
usually associated with Wagner, When he was a senior in high 
made us sit contentedly through school, he entered the University of 
the first "very fast" movement. Virginia One-Act Festival, in which 
Thereafter we wondered and our re- he won first prize by virtue of an 
actions changed. engaging little harlequinade The 
. Wonder Hat. In it, he did a good 
Sometimes the. orchestr~ se~med I many aesthetic leaps, and it was in 
tC? have trouble, its coord!nat10n a I the middle of an arabesque that 
bit f~zzy. Ho~ever, t~er~ was pl~a- Howie discovered that dancing too, 
sure in the stnng section s handling held great interest for him. 
of the ~,tewart arranged Ch~rale Encouraged by this minor tri-
Prelude ~ome, S,yeet Death bJ; umph, Johnson decided to enroll 
~ach and m the S~1t;, from Strauss I in a dramatic school. He sent for 
Der Rosenkavahcr. The rest of I the catalogues from all the drama 
the scheduled prog-r~m ';.as made i schools, and finally chose Ithaca 
up of the Bach-"'7:emer T0 <;;ata, I College because: one, it offered not 
Adagio, and Fug~e m C ma3or and , only the usual dramatic courses, 
th~ o;;erture t? RussJan and Lud- but a complete academic schedule 
1!11lla by Glmka. Smc~ Stewart, as well, and two, he liked the pie-
like so 1n:any of our ~avonte co_nduc- ture of Taughannock Falls on the 
tors, ev1dently behe!es. audiences back page of the catalogue. 
shoul?, be sent home '".1th a sweet For the next three years, he was 
taste, he fed us sugar" m the f~rm busy with school and school pro~ 
of three encores from Carmen. ductions. In that period between 
Probably to the trained ear, the 1940 and 1943, he played leads in 
Baltimore Symphony may not rank The Swan, Ladies In Retirement, 
with the Boston or Philadelphia Romeo and Juliet and Two On An 
organizations, but we like just !is- Island. Besides all this he was ac-
tening to music, and, for us, the tive in the Scampers productions 
evening was very well spent. for those years. Some of you may 
GREEN ROOM GHOSTS 
========== By ·Walt Loomer========== 
Many, many years ago in the merry England of Queen Elizabeth, 
there Jived a sometime wool-comber, poache~, horse-holder and · actor 
that began to dabble in playwriting. His name was William Shakespeare, 
and he mac}e quite a name for himself in Elizabethan theatrical circles. 
Many, many years later in the sometimes merry Ithaca of N. Y. 
there lived a certain athletic, musical, and cJrainatic college. It's name 
was Ithaca College, and it decided to present "The Taming of The 
Shrew," by the aforementioned William S. : 
Many, many things had changed since William first penned his 
comedy on how to make wives henpecked." And, undoubtedly, the author 
would be slightly surprised at the changes. 
When "!he Shrew" was first put on, the stages, scenery, and actors 
were very different from their modern equivalent.· 
• The theater itself was roughly circular. There were seats around 
the sides which looked something like sets of balconies in modern 
theaters. The men and women who could afford to shell out would sit 
munchi!'}g apples, oranges, nuts and anything else they found edible. 
AU dunng the show, vendors would stroll about selling food and drink 
to the customers. 
The pit, or the section between the stage and the seats was the 
haunt of the hoi-polloi. It was the equivalent of the top b;kony in 
modern theatres. The groundlings, or characters that couldn't afford 
seats would stand about. Those in front would push up to the stage 
which was about chest high, and make whatever remarks they wanted 
to right in the actor's face. 
T~e stage itself. was unlike anything today. It ran roughly into 
the middle of the pit, and much of the action was played with the 
actors practically in the audience's lap. 
Of course the stage wasn't reserved for the actors alone. The nobles 
a_nd gentry, who were above mingling with the riff-raff, would be sitting 
ngh_t on stage. And when some poor actor would have to read a letter 
during the play one of the nosy lords would probably walk up and 
read it over his shoulder. 
Scenery was simple. It consisted of a small boy carrying a large 
sign. The sign would read "A Hall in the Castle" "Another Pan of the 
Forest," "A ~OOf!1 in Petruchio's House," or "E;t at Joe's." 
The actmg, Judged by modern standards, was horrible. If an actor 
happened to be playing a king he would be the loudest king ever seen. 
There was more eye-rolling, tooth~gnashings, and out and out ham than 
you could find in a summer's day. 
They didn't have actresses. All female roles were played by boys. 
In other words, if you were backstage before a performance of say 
"Romeo and Juliet," you might find the fair heroine removing her 
five o'clock shadow. · 
. The ~heatre, plays, actors and so forth were looked down upon 
m thos~ distant days. Actors were considered little better than thieves. 
They didn't even allow the theatres inside the cities. The Globe The 
Swan, and other playhouses had to be outside the city limits. ' 
But things have changed since then. Today the audience sits 
d?wn, and . scenery has become realistic. Actors aren't looked upon as 
pickpockets, vandals, and tramps. And the grade of acting has lost 
it's hammy flavor. 
It says here. 
WINDOWS TO THE WORLD 
==========By Helen Tapley========== 
It has been. said t~at music recognizes ~o language save its own 
and that the swmg motif knows no race but its own rhythm. There is 
no color !ine in the playing of swing music. Mezz Mczzrow, who today 
heads a pzz record company, has come across with a book which is 
rocking refined music circles. Really the Blues is an honest aut;biography 
of an old-time jail-happy jazzman. 
This is the story of Mezz and his rise from Pontiac Reformatory 
to the top jazz bands told by Mezzrow and his friend B~rnard Wolfe. 
Future histori.ans of American jazz may well turn to Really the Blues 
as a? authentic hu_man docume?t of the development of jazz and swing 
!11us1c. as we fii:td 1t. today. Believe that, and more, for it contains the 
mtens1ty and smcenty of true democracy in its fight against Jim Crow. 
The idiom is raw, there is no denying that; yet on the other hand 
you wouldn't want to see a battle scene painted in pinks and yellows'. 
Over the Christmas vacation it was our good fortune to attend a 
"concert" at Town Hall, New York Ciy, which :acted and played this 
story of. Mezz Me~zrow. It was a!11~zing .to notice the refined, dignified 
people. m the a~d1enc~ and gra~1fymg to see a step in social reform 
recognized as this audience publicly accepted an ex-con. Mezz himself 
acted as commentator and brought in some of the greatest living jazz 
exponents to play and sing the story of Really the Blues Sidney Bechet 
Sam Price, Cood Grand and Muggsy Spanier. ' ' 
Mezzrow was brought up in Chicago's Northwest Side in an up-
right. fami!y unit. It waJn't until ~e was sixteen that the law· caught 
up with him and sent him to Pontiac Reformatory when his gang left 
him to "take the rap" for car stealing. It was in The School that Mezz 
bega~ this long search for the true meaning of life which for him meant 
fightmg across the color-line, playing the blues in jazz bands for 
thirty years. It was there he received his first dose of the colored man's 
gift for keeping the spirit in him when he tells his troubles in music. 
Mezzrow re~ogni~ed the fact that the colored man doesn't often get 
sullen a?d tight_-hpped and ne!-lrotic, but ~ill come up smiling. 
_This book 1s more tha!1 his story. It 1s the story of Sophie Tucker, 
Loms Ar!11strong and Eddie Cantor, of Paul Whiteman, Bessie Smith, 
and Eddie Condon, truly the story of American music itself told with 
the beat and cadence of the blues through every sentence. 
remember the Scampers of '42, 
Golden Daze. Howie and Mary Ann 
Reeves, ( currently of Lute Song), 
painted themselves gold all over 
and executed a fiery modern dance 
routine that is still talked about 
whenever the "good old days" are 
brought up. 
Then the Marines drew his at-
tention, and from then till the fall 
of last:- year, Howie spent his days 
chanting "From The Halls of Mon-
tezuma" on such remote shores as 
those of Iwo. Jima and Saipan. 
Now Johnson is again with us. His 
plans have not included a long rest 
period, and already he has done the 
male leads in Uncle Harry and The 
pi.staff Side, · and there's more com-
mg up. 
